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This paper presents a key agreement protocol based on a non abelian group. It is proved that the proposed protocol meets 
several security attributes under the assumption that the Root Problem (RP) in braid group is a hard problem. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The Key exchange problems are of central interest in 
security world. The basic aim is that two people who 
can only communicate via an insecure channel want to 
find a common secret key without any attack. 
In this paper, we elaborated the process for well secured 
and assured for sanctity of correctness about the 
sender’s and receiver’s identity, as key agreement 
protocol under the root problem in non-abelian group 
(KAP-NAG). 

In recent years have emerged as suitable 
settings for cryptographic protocols [5, 6, 7, and 8].The 
idea of using the braid group as a platform for 
cryptosystems was first introduced in 1999 by Anshel, 
Anshel and Goldfeld [7]. The useful feature of Braid 
groups is that they are more complicated than Abelian 
groups, but are not too complicated to work with. These 
two characteristics of braid group are useful to choose, 
whenever in search for good candidature, in this 
concern. 

Root problem (RP) has been suggested by 
Sibert, Dehronoy, and Girault in 2003[5]. They also 
remarked that in open literature there is no 
cryptographic protocol based on RP. Here we use Root 
Problem to suggest a new key agreement scheme. Root 
Problem (RP) in braid groups is algorithmically 
difficult, and consequently provides one-way functions. 
We use it to propose a key agreement protocol over a 
braid group. 

If sender and receiver both are in separate 
physically, they must trust a transmission medium to 
prevent the disclosure of the secret key being 
communicated. Anyone who intercepts the key in 
transit can later read, modify, and forge all messages 

encrypted using that key. The generation of such keys 
is called key agreement; and all cryptosystems must 
deal with key agreement issues. Because all keys in a 
symmetric cryptosystem must remain secret, secret-key 
cryptography often has difficulty providing secure key 
agreement, especially in open systems with a large 
number of users. 

The concept of key agreement was introduced 
in 1976 by W. Diffie and M. Hellman [11]. In their 
seminal scheme each person gets a pair of keys, one 
called the public key and the other called the private 
key. Each person's public key is published while the 
private key is kept secret. The need for the sender and 
receiver to share secret information is thus eliminated; 
all communications involve only public keys, and no 
private key is ever transmitted or shared.  
This paper is organized as follows: We present a brief 
introduction of braid groups in section 2. In section 3, 
we define key agreement protocol mention its desirable 
attributes. In section 4, we present our protocol. In 
section 5, the security consideration is mentioned. 
Finally ends with conclusion. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
 
Braid Groups: 

Emil Artin [4] in 1925 defined !", the braid 
group of index n, using following generators and 
relations: Consider the generators #$,#%,… .#", 
where #' represents the braid in which the () *1,-. string crosses over the ith string while all other 
strings remain uncrossed. The defining relations are  
1. #'#/ 0 #/#' 123 |) 4 5| 6 2, 
2. #'#/#' 0 #/#'#/  123 |) 4 5| 0 1, 
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An n-braid has the following geometric interpretation: 
It is a set of disjoint n-strands all of which are attached 
to two horizontal bars at the top and at the bottom such 
that each strands always heads downward as one walks 
along the strand from the top to the bottom. In this 
geometric interpretation, each generator ó'  represents 
the process of swapping the ith strand with the next one 
(with ith strand going under the (i+1)th one). Two braids 
are equivalent if one can be deformed to the other 
continuously in the set of braids. Bn is the set of all 
equivalence classes of geometric n-braids with a natural 

group structure. The multiplication ab of two braids a 
and b is the braid obtained by positioning a on the top 
of b. The identity e is the braid consisting of n straight 
vertical strands and the inverse of a is the reflection of a 
with respect to a horizontal line. So #8$ can be obtained 
from # by switching the over-strand and under-strand. ∆0(#$, #%,… . .#"8$,(#$,#%,… . . #"8%,… . . . (#$,#%,(#$, is 
called the fundamental braid. 

 

If b is a non-trivial and e 6 2 is an integer, then b: is 
never identity. In other words, the braid groups are 
torsion free. The Root Problem in B; is to find, given y 
and e 6 2, an x such that y 0 x:. It is proved in [10] 
that RP is decidable but is computationally infeasible if 
braids of a sufficient size are considered. 
 
3. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME 
 
In this section we describe our two pass key agreement 
protocol (KAP) between two entities < =>? !, and 
consider its security. 
 

For our scheme, the initial setup known to both < =>? ! is a braid group !" where RP is infeasible. As 
mentioned earlier, all the braids in !" are assumed to be 
in the left canonical form. Thus for a, b in !", it is hard 
to guess a or b from ab. We assume that n is even, and 
denote by @!" (resp.A!") the subgroup of !" generated 
by #$ … .#BC8$ , i.e., braids where the n/2 lower strands 
only are braided ( resp. in the subgroup generated by #BCD$ … .#"8$). We know that every element in @!" 
commutes with every element in A!" . !" is finite and 
non-commutative, so problem on braid group are non 
trivial. 

 

We denote by 
  

 R                         :     sufficiently complicated braid group 
                V= EFG║H 
               W=EFI║H JGK(L,, JGC(L, M @!"    :     <NO long term private key pair JGKP (L,H JGCP (L, 0 QG    :     <NO long term public key JIK(R,, JIC(R, M AIB    :     !NO long term private key pair JIKP (R,H JICP (R, 0 QI    :     !NO long term public key AGKP (L,,AGCP (L, M @!"   :     AGKP (L,H AGCP (L, 0 SG TIKP (R,,TICP (R, M AIB   :     TIKP (R,H TICP (R, 0 SI  JGKP (L,QU  JGCP (L,    :     VG JIKP (R,QW  JICP (R,   :     VI VIP(SI,VIP 0 VIPTIKP (R,H TICP (R,VIP :     SI AGKP (L, 魔G8P  TIKP (R,H TICP (R,VG8PAGCP (L, :     VXY SG TIKP (R,AGKP (L,H AGCP (L,TICP (R, 0 V :     VXY SI Z                      :     strong one 4 way hash function 
 

 
4.  KEY AGREEMENT 
 
Here we describe the KAP-NAG following the above 
notations. The protocol works in the following steps.  
 

1. A randomly chooses AGKP (L, =>? AGCP (L, )> @!", computes AGKP (L,H AGCP (L, 0 SG if SG 0 E (Identity 
braid), <  terminates the protocol and restarts 
with new AGKP (L, =>? AGCP (L,. 
A, then sends Z(SG, to !. 
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           A          B 
 
 

   AGKP (L,H AGCP (L, 0 SG  
                                          SG 

 
 
                           SI 
       

               Compute JIKP (R,QW  JICP (R, 0 VI  
              VIPTIKP (R,H TICP (R,VIP 0 SI 
 

Fig.1. Two-pass KAP-NAG Protocol 

 
2. Upon receiving SG, ! randomly chooses TIKP (R, =>? TICP (R, )> A!", computes VI 0 JIKP (R,QW JICP (R,, and SI 0VIPTIKP (R,H TICP (R,VIP or SI 0 E, ! 

terminates the protocol and restarts with new TIKP (R, =>? TICP (R,. !, then sends Z(SI, to <. 
3. Upon receiving SI, < computes VI 0

JGKP (L,QU  JGCP (L, 0 VG, and the shared key VXY SG 0 AGKP (L,VG8PSIVG8PAGCP (L,. 
4. ! also computes the shared key VXY SI 0TIKP (R,SGTICP (R, 0 V. 
5. After regular protocol running, < =>? ! share 

the secret V 0 VXY SG 0 VXY SI. 
 
5.  SECURITY CONSIDERATION 
 
Here we show that our protocol meets the following 
desirable attributes under the assumption that the root 
problem is hard. 
 
Known-Key   Security:   If < =>? ! execute   the   
regular protocol  run,  they  clearly  share  their  unique  
session  key  汜, because VXY SG 0 AGKP (L,V _8P  SIVG8PAGCP (L, 0 AGKP (L,VG8PVIPTIKP (R,HTICP (R,VIPVG8PAGCP (L, 0 AGKP (L,TIKP (R,HTICP (R,AGCP (L,   0 TIKP (R,AGKP (L,H AGCP (L,TICP (R, 0TIKP (R,SGTICP (R, 0 VXY SI.  

 
(Perfect) Forward Secrecy: During the computation 
of the session key V for each entity, the random braids =$,=%, [$, [% still act on it. An adversary who captured 
their private keys AGK(L,,AGC(L, or TIK(R,,TIC(R, 
should extract VG =>? VIfrom the information SG =>? SI to know the previous or next session keys 
between them. However, this is the very root problem. 
Hence, under the assumption that the RP is 
computationally infeasible, NBKAPN meets the 
forward secrecy requirement. 
 
Key - Compromise Impersonation: Suppose  び\O 
long -term private key, AGK(L,,AGC(L,, is disclosed. 
Now an adversary who knows this value can clearly 
impersonate <. Is it possible for the adversary 
impersonates ! ]2 < without knowing the !\O long-
term private key, TIK(R,,TIC(R,? For the success of 
the impersonation, the adversary must know <\ 4 
ephermeral key AGK(L,,AGC(L, at least. So, also in this 
case, the adversary should extract AGK(L,,AGC(L, from <\O ephemeral public value SG 0 AGKP (L,H AGCP (L,. This 
also contradicts that RP is hard. 
 
Unknown Key-share: We examine the unknown key-
share attack that allows an adversary ^ to make one 
party 
believe V to be shared with ^ while it is in fact shared 
with a different party. A common scenario is that ^ has QG certified without knowing the private key AGK(L,,AGC(L, of <, and uses it to talk with ! =O ^ 
while she poses as ! ]2 < simultaneously. Our protocol 
is secure against this attack because for ^, we have 

Z(SG, Z(SI,  in computing each V 
 
Key Control: As the same argument in the above, the 
key-control is clearly impossible for the third party. The 
only possibility of key-control attack may be brought 
out by the participant of the protocol !. But for the 
entity !, to make the party, < generate the session key V(VXY SI,.  which is pre -selected value by !, for 
example ! should solve the following V 0 VXY SG 0VXY SI. But this again falls into the problem of RP. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
Our key agreement protocols have quality for being a 
useful part of secure e-gaming and e-gambling 
protocols. In fact, our approach are a guarantee that no 
player misbehaviors or deviates from the protocols, 
because they agreed at one point. In this paper, we have 
presented a key agreement protocol that allows both 
players to agree at a bitstring in a non-repudiable way 
based on the root problems. 
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